Lynn Canyon Ecology Centre
Strand: Early Childhood Education and Environmental Education
Program: 10:00 – 16:00
Website: www.lynnecologycentre.ca
Location: 3663 Park Rd, North Vancouver, BC V7J 3G3

Next week on Monday we shall all gather at Lynn Canyon Ecology Centre to discuss and think about young children, outdoor programs and pedagogy...some of the issues, ideas, and philosophies behind such programs.

Please come with good shoes for walking and clothes to be outside in. The weather should be around 20 degrees and may be partly cloudy (but the weather report can change so that is the thinking right now). Always good to have a sweater in case the weather changes. If you have mobility issues be aware there will be stairs and walking. A wheelchair can be accommodated, but could you let me know in advance so that I can let the folks at Lynn Canyon know and other arrangements made. We will sit on the ground or logs so be aware of that as well and bring a folding stool or something that makes it easier.

Below are the directions for getting there. I thought we might all gather and go together from the conference centre, but knowing how things go these are the directions as well. The trip is about an hour and we will leave the conference centre at nine. This weekend I will email a good place for us to meet as a group.

From the Seabus, take the #228 to Burrill Road. The bus driver will likely want to drop you off at Peters Road for Lynn Canyon, but Burrill is after that and is a shorter walk. Walk onto Burrill Road from the stop. It is a cul-de-sac. At the end of the cul-de-sac, there is a trail. Walk down the trail, and the Ecology Centre is at the bottom. The front building is open at 10 am - 604-990-3755. The walk from the bus stop is about 5 minutes.

Always good to bring a raincoat to this part of the world. Once in Vancouver on the Monday you can decide if you need it.

Looking forward to meeting everyone,

Enid Elliot